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Are organisms obtained by SDN-1/SDN-2  presenting 
  

any different or  additional risk/safety issues  
 

as compared to conventional breeding techniques ?   



SDN-1/SDN-2 using CRISPR/cas system 
 Risk/safety considerations  

1. Are genetic modifications/alterations comparable to  
 - natural causes of genetic variety? 
 - conventional mutagenesis techniques?  
 - other techniques of genetic modification? 
  

2. SDN-1/SDN-2  encoding components :  
  transient versus stable expression 

3. Intermediate organisms versus final product  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To which extent could genetic modifications of the CRISPR/cas 9 system be compared to modifications obtained by 	- other techniques of genetic modification	- conventional mutagenesis techniques? To which respect does the transient vs stable presence of SDN encoding agentia  has an impact safety assessment of the obtained organismHow to deal with intermediate steps SDN (e.g. segregated out)To which extent SDN-1/SDN-2 associated off-target effect are a concern ? To which extent  should those be assessed taking into account technical limitations. 



7.  Any other aspects specific to SDN-1/SDN-2 approach  
    that may impact risk assessment ?  

6. Intended use (contained use versus deliberate release) of final organism 

5. Any risk/safety considerations with respect to host organisms  
   (e.g. plant versus animal) ? 

SDN-1/SDN-2 using CRISPR/cas system 
 Risk/safety considerations  

4.  SDN-1/SDN-2 associated off-target effects : safety concern ?    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• To which extent the risk assessment of genetic modifications obtained by SDN-1/SDN-2 would depend on the nature of the host organisms (e.g. plant versus animal)• How would intended use  of organisms obtained by SDN1-SDN2 impact the regulatory status with respect to GMO legislation • Any other aspects specific to SDN-1/SDN-2 approach that may impact risk assessment ? Natural causes of genetic variety (see box 1, p 31 van SAM report)Conventional mutagenesis techniques have been widely used in plants both for reseach and development and for plant breeding. Mutation technique in plant breeding programmes. Extensive slection and back crossing to identify desirable phenotype and to avoid undesirable one. Physical and chemical mutagensis has been used on animal in research & development but is very rare in animal breeding. In animal breeding, selection steps to discard undesirable phenotypes  (eg due to unintended genetic modifications or off-target effects) are more laborious and relatively more expensive. The population to start with breeding is limited compared to plants. Considerations of welfare. Approaches that would minimize selection steps and improve precision will relatively have more importance. Off-target changes that could be induced by these applications of the CRISPR/Cas9 system are of the same type as those changes produced by conventional mutagenesis techniques, therefore not raising additional safety concerns. Plants : widespread and long history of use of mutagenesis techniques, both for research & development and in commercial breeding programmes. µAnimals: history of use of mutagenesis techniques exists in the context of the development of animal models in the lab (mainly for biomedical research), but not in breeding programmes. For organisms genetically modified using the transient presence of the CRISPR/Cas9 system delivered as purified ribonucleoprotein according to the SDN-1 or SDN-2 approaches, the SBB considers that exclusion from the scope of the GMO legislation should apply to: - all uses (with or without specific containment measures) involving such genetically modified plants; - all cases where such genetically modified animals are used as models for research & development under containment. In all other cases where such genetically modified animals are used (e.g. in breeding programmes), the SBB considers that the exclusion from the scope of the GMO legislation should only be granted on a case-by-case basis following a preliminary risk assessment. 
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